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Executive Summary
Nationwide, lawmakers continue to grapple with the viability and impact of increasing the minimum wage
to $15 an hour. While some cities and states have enacted increases, recent surveys of businesses, franchises
and other groups suggest that such minimum wage raises may actually harm workers, resulting in fewer jobs.
One strategy to provide relief and assistance to operators from higher labor costs is tip pooling, or using a
formula to divide tips among select staff. Historically, these tip pools include front of house staff; a recent
Department of Labor regulation expanded these pools to include kitchen staff in some circumstances.
Massachusetts law still prohibits sharing tips with kitchen staff, hosts/hostesses and other non-service staff.
To better understand the anticipated impact of pooled tips on Massachusetts restaurants if the law was
changed, a survey of 119 Massachusetts operators was conducted in June 2021.
•

While restaurants are reopening (73% fully and 85% partially), the ones that have survived the
pandemic face monumental challenges including staffing shortages (87% finding enough staff
and 85% finding qualified staff), adverse effects from minimum wage increases (52%), declining
profitability (54%) and, in some cases, falling behind on rent or mortgage payments (8%).

•

Government assistance and changes in daily operations helped many restaurants through the
pandemic (82% received assistance from Round 1 of the Payroll Protection Program).

•

While operators are somewhat split on implementing pooled tips (47% are likely to adopt, 36% are
unlikely to adopt), most agree that servers will resist it, but other staff will embrace it. Three-in-five
(60%) say servers are unlikely to support it while 71 percent say non-servers are likely to support it.

•

While shifting the costs of credit transactions to customers is attractive to restaurants and some
would like to try it, many operators think there will be customer push back. A majority (56%)
believe that customers would become upset and visit less or stop coming, while others think that
customers would reduce their tip amounts (39%).

•

While third-party delivery vendors have helped support restaurants’ takeout business, most operators
think they charge way too much and that their charges should be shared with customers. Four-in-five
(83%) agree that legislation should be enacted to limit the amount these vendors can charge, while
91 percent say the vendors should be mandated to disclose their charges to customers.
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Surveying Massachusetts Restaurant Owners
on the Impact of Pooled Tipping
To better understand the potential impact of allowing Massachusetts restaurants to adopt pooled
tipping, a survey of 119 operators was conducted in June 2021.
METHODS
An online survey of 119 operators was conducted between June 10, 2021 and June 25, 2021. Table
1 provides a profile of the operators who responded to this survey. Operators from the Massachusetts
Restaurant Association were invited to participate.

The majority of operators manage one store (60%), while 40 percent operate multiple locations, with an
overall average of 4.2 locations managed by each operator. The strong majority are independent operators
(95%). On average, respondents who manage one location have 33 total employees, with four salaried and
29 hourly. Respondents who manage multiple locations have an average of 270 total employees, with 36
salaried and 234 hourly.
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Current Operations
While restaurants are reopening, the ones that have survived the pandemic face monumental challenges including
staffing shortages, adverse effects from minimum wage increases, declining profitability and, in some cases, falling
behind on rent or mortgage payments.
REOPENING CHALLENGES
At the time of this study, 73 percent of restaurants have been fully reopened, with 85 percent partially
reopened. While a good, initial sign of recovery, a deeper look shows that many are teetering dangerously
and facing significant challenges.

EMPLOYEE SHORTAGES
Table 2 highlights some of the key challenges these opened locations are facing. The most pressing issue is
the vast majority of operators who are having trouble finding staff (87%) and finding qualified staff (85%).
Respondents who operate multiple locations seem to be having a particularly hard time, with 98 percent
saying they are having difficulty find staff and 94 percent having difficulty finding qualified staff.
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ADVERSE IMPACTS OF RAISING THE MINIMUM WAGE
Over half (52%) have experienced adverse effects from minimum wage increases, which is currently $13.50
and set to rise to $15 by 2023. Likewise, for the 86 percent of respondents who operate from a tip service
model where wait staff make part of their wages through customer tips, Massachusetts’ minimum wage
is currently $5.55 for tipped employees and is set to raise to $6.75 in 2023. To adjust to these increases,
operators have already taken countermeasures outlined in Table 3.

Raising prices is a strategy that many operators have already done, with a majority saying it is one way to
offset increase in minimum wages (non-tipped employees, 77%; tipped employees, 75%). Reducing hours
is also popular for some businesses, especially to combat the non-tipped minimum wage of $13.50 where 46
percent have shrunk weekly schedules. Over one-third (37%) have also reduced hours for tipped employees.
One-third say they have reduced their staff. This has impacted both non-tipped (34%) and tipped (32%)
employees.
While several have done nothing (non-tipped, 12%; tipped, 14%), a few have closed one or more locations
(non-tipped, 6%; tipped, 1%).
DECLINE IN PROFITABILITY
Over half (54%) say that they have also suffered a significant decline in profitability compared to prepandemic levels and one-third (34%) have fewer customers coming in their stores. One-in-five (20%) say
that the customers that are still coming in are spending less now than they used to.
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RENT/MORTGAGE PAYMENTS IN THE REARS
About one-in-ten (8%) are also behind on their rent/mortgage payments. Several listed other problems that
have compounded their situations, such as higher costs of products or food.

Pandemic Survival Strategies
Government assistance and changes in daily operations helped many restaurants through the pandemic.
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
To help survive the pandemic and mandated operational limitations, many operators leaned on government
assistance as presented in Table 4.

The Payroll Protection Program was important for a majority of operators, with 82 percent receiving funding
in Round 1 and 76 percent in Round 2. One-in-ten (8%) say they applied for Round 1 funding, but did not
get it. Fewer were rejected in Round 2, but still 5 percent were declined. Overall, nine-in-ten of those who
applied received PPP funding (Round 1, 91%; Round 2, 94%).
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Some found success with other funding requests:
•

Two-in-five (40%) used money from their own personal finances to help keep their
operations solvent.

•

Nearly one-third (29%) were able to get assistance through the Restaurant Revitalization Fund
(RRF), but 46 percent applied and were declined – an applicant success rate of only 39 percent.

•

Similarly, two-in-five (38%) were successfully awarded an SBA loan, but 12 percent who applied
did not get one.

•

One-fifth (22%) were able to go to other financial institutions (not part of the SBA) to
acquire a loan.

•

One-in-ten (10%) successfully asked friends or family for help, but another 2 percent who asked
were turned down.

CHANGES IN DAILY OPERATIONS
Many operators restructured their operations or made changes during the pandemic as shown in Table 5.

Most installed or expanded outdoor seating (78%), with 85 percent of respondents who operate multiple
locations saying they did so and 73 percent of those who operate one location.
Over two-thirds (70%) modified in-store procedures, such as self-seating, menu access through QR codes or
other changes.
About as many added or expanded takeout services (76%). Of those that did, 53 percent said they offer takeout or delivery using third-party vendors. Overall, two-fifths (42%) contracted with or expanded their use of
third-party delivery companies, such as Uber Eats.
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Among those who contracted with third-party delivery companies, 90 percent agreed that legislation should
be put in place to limit how much third-party vendors can charge, while 95 percent agreed that legislation
should mandate that third-party charges be disclosed to customers.

Pooled Tips
While operators are split on implementing pooled tips, most agree that servers will resist it while other kitchen staff
will embrace it.
One strategy to provide relief and assistance to operators from higher labor costs is tip pooling, or using a
formula to divide tips among select staff. Historically, these tip pools include front of house staff; a recent
Department of Labor regulation expanded these pools to include kitchen staff in some circumstances.
Massachusetts law still prohibits sharing tips with kitchen staff, hosts/hostesses and other non-service staff. To
find out what impact changing the current law might have on restaurants, operators shared a number of insights.
ASSESSMENT OF POOLED TIPS
Table 6 shows an assessment to pooled tips in terms of the impact on key stakeholders and how likely those
individuals would be to embrace such a change.
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As expected, 57 percent think the impact on non-servers would be positive (somewhat, 32%; very, 25%),
especially in terms of hiring, retaining and with overall satisfaction. As such, 71 percent agreed that nonserver staff would be likely to support tip pooling (somewhat, 32%; very, 39%).
While 36 percent think pooled tips will have a positive impact on overall operations including payroll cost
and revenue, not all think so. In fact, 15 percent think it will have an adverse effect, 32 percent are neutral
and 17 percent are unsure.
Nearly half (47%) said they would be likely to adopt tip pooling (somewhat, 25%; very, 22%). However,
over one-third (36%) said they be unlikely to adopt it (somewhat, 13%; very, 23%). As expected, 90 percent
of those that said it would have a positive effect said they would be likely to adopt it, compared to only 12
percent of those that said it would have an adverse effect.
Those most likely to adopt tip pooling are operators with multiple locations (60%) compared to those who
operate just one location (38%).
One-fourth (25%) think pooled tips might actually be a positive outcome for wait staff, but almost half
(46%) agree that pooled tips will have a negative effect and that it may make hiring, retaining and overall
satisfaction with these positions more difficult. As such, 16 percent said that server staff would be likely to
support it (somewhat, 9%; very, 7%) compared to 61 percent who said they would be unlikely to support it
(somewhat, 19%; very, 42%).
Most (52%) think the impact on customers will be neutral or they are not sure (15%). The rest seem equally
divided between it being a positive (15%) or negative (18%) effect.
WHAT SERVERS WOULD BE EXPECTED TO SHARE
Since pooled tips would have ground rules and be based on a formula, operators were asked what percentage
of their servers’ tips they would expect to be shared with non-servers if they participated in a program. Table
7 provides a summary of these results.
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On average, operators expect that 15.7 percent of their servers’ tips would be shared in the pool. Not
surprisingly, 48 percent of those who said they would be unlikely to adopt tip pooling said they would
expect none of their servers’ tips to be shared. Of these individuals, only two percent said that it was likely
that their server staff would support tip pooling.
If this became commonplace within the industry where some restaurants have pooled tips and others do not,
it would behoove the wait staff to apply to and work at restaurants that do not share their tips, thus creating
an advantage for operators who do not implement tip pooling.
Operators who run multiple locations had a higher overall anticipated percentage of shared tips (19.9%)
compared to those who run a single location (12.9%). Similarly, those who said they would be likely to
adopt tip pooling had a higher anticipated percentage (21.6%) versus those who said they would be unlikely
to adopt (6.8%).
What is the practical impact on a server’s pay if pooled tips were implemented at the average percentage that
operators are suggesting? Based on the overall average, someone used to making $200 in tips a night would
now make $168.60 and have to give up $31.40, which is likely why operators think servers will be highly
resistant to adopting or supporting pooled tips. The amount servers would keep is a little higher from those
who run a single location (keep $174.20, share $25.80), compared to those who run multiple locations
(keep $160.20, share $39.80).
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Passing Along Credit/Debit Card Transaction Fees
While shifting the costs of credit transactions to customers is attractive to restaurants and some would like to try it,
many operators think there will be customer pushback.
Looking at other ways restaurants could reduce expenses, operators were asked about the potential impact of
passing along credit or debit transaction fees to customers, which is displayed in Table 8.

IMPACT OF PASSING ALONG CREDIT/DEBIT TRANSACTION FEES TO CUSTOMERS FOR BUSINESS COSTS
Two-thirds (66%) of operators think that passing along these fees would have a positive effect on their
business (very positive, 35%; somewhat positive, 31%), but one-fifth (20%) worry that the impact might be
negative (somewhat, 14%; very, 6%).
Still, three-in-five (62%) say they would be likely to adopt this practice in their operations (somewhat, 27%;
very, 35%). Those most likely to adopt it are the same individuals who think it will have a positive impact on
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their business. In fact, 77 percent of those who said passing along the fees would have a positive impact also
agree that they would like to try it in their restaurants.
ANTICIPATED CUSTOMER REACTIONS
But no one operates in a vacuum and some worry there might be push back from customers. One-fourth
(24%) do not think there will be any negative impact and customers would simply pay a higher bill. These
individuals were also more likely to say that a higher percentage of the tips would be shared with non-server
staff, with 74 percent saying they would share 10 percent or more (10-19 percent shared, 37%; 20 percent
or more shared, 37%).
However, 76 percent think there would be some negative consequences. Almost half (56%) think their
customer would become upset and visit less or stop coming, which could be detrimental to their stores.
Two-in-five (39%) think their customers would reduce their tips by a corresponding amount, which would
adversely impact servers and pooled tips. One-fifth (22%) say their customers would likely pay cash and 10
percent think their customers would reduce the total amount of their orders.

Third-party Delivery
While third-party delivery vendors have helped support restaurants’ takeout business, most operators think they
charge way too much and that their charges should be shared with customers.
As noted earlier, 76 percent of the restaurants have added or expanded takeout during the pandemic and
over half of them (53%) have offered this takeout through third-party vendors. Table 9 gives more detail on
the impact these vendors have had on restaurants’ operations and how operators feel about legislation related
to these vendors.
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When asked about the impact of adding third-party vendors, three-in-five (62%) say that it has been positive
(very, 13%; somewhat, 49%), but one-fourth (22%) say it has been negative (somewhat, 18%; very, 4%).
One of the challenges of using third-party vendors is how much cost they add to the price of customers’
tickets—and most of that cost remains hidden to the customer. So, should legislation be enacted that limits
the amount third-party vendors can charge and should they be required to show those charges to customers?
Not only do most (83%) operators think there should be limits to what third-party vendors can charge
(somewhat agree, 12%; strongly agree, 71%), even more (91%) think there should be legislation that
mandates third-party charges be disclosed to the customer (somewhat agree, 11%; strongly agree, 79%).

Conclusion
The restaurants who have survived the pandemic now face a host of new challenges from absorbing higher
wage costs, finding staff members, retaining customers and operating cost-effectively. While some operators
favor tip pooling, others worry that it may add new challenges. Furthermore, there seems to be significant
risk for a single operator to implement tip pooling if nearby competitors do not follow suit. A more viable
approach would be to make tip pooling an industry standard in order to dissuade employees from seeking
alternative employment options. Clearly, the benefits to non-server staff are significant and many operators
would like to implement these changes in their restaurants to help ensure their long-term survival.
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Appendix:
The History of Tip Pooling

Appendix: The History of Tip Pooling
Since the inception of the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1938, regulation of tipping has evolved alongside the
American restaurant industry. Introduced in the 1970s but still a point of contention today is tip pooling,
a practice that allows sharing of tips among workers in the restaurant. Over the last several years, catalyzed
by restaurants’ need to overcome challenges brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, many restaurants have
begun embracing a “fast-casual” or “hybrid” model of service, where table service is more limited and menu
prices are characteristically lower than full-service, fine dining establishments.1 In addition to challenges
presented in 2020 by government-induced restrictions on in-person dining, restaurants have faced mounting
regulations on their business model. As a result, restaurants are looking for new ways to provide attractive
benefits for their employees while also maximizing cost-efficiency for their bottom line. As circumstances
around the employment of tipped restaurant service employees have evolved, new liberalized tip pooling
rules may ease labor costs while providing additional income for certain restaurant employees.
THE HISTORY OF TIP POOLING REGULATIONS
The original Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) in 1938 established a federal minimum wage for employees
in certain specified industries, although it did not originally specify employees in traditionally tipped
professions. The first federal interpretation of tip sharing came from a Supreme Court ruling just four
years later, in Williams v. Jacksonville Terminal Co in 1942, where porters sued the Jacksonville Terminal
Company for paying them less than the FLSA minimum wage. The majority opinion established that tips
received by these employees may be counted toward their minimum wage, and also argued that tips belong
to the employee “in the absence of an explicit contrary understanding,” unless the employee “agrees to turn
over tips to the employer.”2 This decision afforded employers the ability to determine how best to ensure
their employees earned the minimum wage established by the FLSA, whether by paying the full required
wage or counting tips as part of total compensation. The majority opinion also acknowledged the validity
of tip sharing so long as employees agreed upon such an arrangement with their employer, and no existing
statute expressly prohibited such arrangements.
Beginning two decades later, the Fair Labor Standards Act underwent a series of amendments that changed
minimum wage and tipping provisions. Among them, several introduced new language regarding tip
pooling. The 1966 amendments included hospitality workers to the list of industries covered by the FLSA,
an industry which today employs the majority of minimum wage and tipped workers.3 While raising the
federal minimum wage to $1.60 per hour, the amendments also required that employers could pay 50
percent of the minimum wage rate if tip income accounted for the difference.4 This followed the ruling of
the Jacksonville case and statutorily established the tip credit, meaning that tip income could be considered
part of employee wages.
The 1974 amendments expanded upon the establishment of the tip credit for employers of workers in
tipped professions, and established a definition for “wages” that largely stands intact today. The amendment
codified the definition of a tipped employee’s wage as at least 50 percent of the regular minimum wage paid
by the employer, plus tips to account for the difference between the lower wage paid by the employer and
1
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the statutory minimum amount. This amendment also established that tips received by an employee belong
to the employee (instead of the employer, as insinuated in the prior Jacksonville ruling), and defined tip
pools as valid only if shared “among employees who customarily and regularly receive tips.”5 According to
a legal analysis at the University of Chicago, this amendment allows employers to both use a tip credit in
compensating its employees as well as engage in tip pooling practices, so long as tips are only shared among
employees who receive tips.6 The 1996 amendments to the FLSA established the current federal cash wage
required for employees regularly earning tips, decoupling the tipped base wage from the regular minimum,
setting it to 50 percent of the then-minimum wage, equaling $2.13 an hour.7
Another federal court case tackled the particular issue of tip pooling with regard to employers who decide to
use the tip credit in compensating their tipped employees. In Cumbie v. Woody Woo (2010), servers sued
restaurant owner Woody Woo for requiring them to share their tips with kitchen staff, who did not directly
receive tips from customers. However, the owner argued that because it paid its service staff greater than
the regular minimum wage, and did not take a tip credit, it was not bound by the language of the FLSA on
sharing tips. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the FLSA “does not restrict tip pooling when no
tip credit is taken,” and therefore since servers were not paid using a tip credit, the full amount of tips did
not belong to them; only those redistributed through the tip sharing arrangement set up by the restaurant
belonged to individual employees.8 It is important to note the case specifies that the management did not
participate in the redistribution of tips via this arrangement.
Misty Cumbie, the server named the plaintiff in the case, had additionally argued that since the restaurant
was functionally saving money by redistributing tips across all staff, tipped and non-tipped, it should be
considered as taking a tip credit “to subsidize the wages of its non-tipped employees.” The court also rejected
this argument, indicating that the purpose of the FLSA is to ensure covered workers are making at least the
federally mandated minimum wage. The ruling also emphasized the opinion issued in the Jacksonville case:
“an employment practice does not violate the FLSA unless the FLSA prohibits it,” implying that under this
precedent, restaurants may choose to redistribute labor costs by engaging in tip pools as long as all employees
engaged in the tip pool are earning at least the minimum wage.9
Following this ruling a debate ensued over whether the Department of Labor could adjust court decisions
and federal statutes via its own rulemaking processes. Just a year after the Cumbie decision, the Department
of Labor rejected the Ninth Circuit Court’s determination over what was to be considered “valid” tip
pooling. The 2011 regulation articulates that the 1974 FLSA amendments require a tipped employee to be
entitled to all tips received, and limit employers to setting up tip pooling arrangements between employees
who regularly receive tips only. In its Field Operations Handbook, the Department of Labor advises that any
valid tip pooling arrangement cannot require its employees to turn over “a greater percentage of their tips...
than is ‘customary and reasonable,’” which it determines to be a maximum of 15 percent of an employee’s
received tips.10 This however is not explicitly stated in the FLSA or subsequent amendments, and is
considered to be an opinion ruling by the Department of Labor. Furthermore, the Department’s regulation
claims that under the 1974 amendments to the FLSA, tips “cannot be...used by the employer to offset his
wage obligation,” and therefore only tipped employees may lawfully engage in tip sharing arrangements.
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The Department of Labor’s 2011 regulation sought to reverse the precedent set in Cumbie, and “codify its
longstanding interpretation” of the tip pooling regulation in the 1974 FLSA amendment. The Department
stated that all tips belonged to the employee who received them, valid tip pools may only include regularly
tipped employees and present the only instance where employers may redistribute tips, and finally, the FLSA
requirements apply to all employers engaging in tip sharing arrangements, regardless of whether or not they
pay customarily tipped employees using a tip credit.11 This represents the federal interpretation of tip pooling
rules for employers up until 2018, culminating in a new rule issued by the Department of Labor under the
Trump administration in 2020.
In 2018, Congress passed its Consolidated Appropriations Act, which amended the FLSA by suspending
the 2011 Department of Labor rule on tip pooling only between tipped employees, and allowed employers
who pay their employees the full minimum wage (not using a tip credit) to set up “nontraditional” tip
pools among any staff, regardless of whether or not they earn tips.12 Most recently, in December 2020, the
Department of Labor published a finalized rule which included tip-pooling provisions of the Consolidated
Appropriations Act, allowing for “nontraditional” tip pools between staff who received regular tips and
staff who did not. For those employers compensating their tipped employees using the tip credit, they
may continue to engage in “traditional” tip pools among tipped employees only.13 Of note, this latest rule
continues to enforce that employers, managers, and supervisors are prohibited from participating in tip
pools or taking employees’ tips. While other provisions in this rule were temporarily suspended by the Biden
administration Department of Labor, the language regarding tip pools for employers not taking a tip credit
was upheld and became effective in April 2021.14
THE EVOLUTION OF THE FAST-CASUAL RESTAURANT INDUSTRY AND OPTIONS FOR TIP POOLING
Over the last several years, restaurants have faced a growing list of labor regulations, including mandated
benefits and minimum wage hikes, as well as permitting restrictions, from liquor licenses to zoning
requirements. Beginning in 2020, restaurants had a whole new set of challenges to overcome: namely from
local, state, and federal restrictions on dining due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Combining these difficultto-navigate obstacles presented mounting costs for restaurant businesses -- to the point that more than
110,000 food and beverage service locations shut down for good in 2020, taking down nearly 2.5 million
jobs.15 For those that managed to survive a year of shut down economies, capacity restrictions, and required
equipment and procedural changes, restaurants have had to drastically adapt their business and service
models to accommodate new realities.
The “fast-casual” or “hybrid” service restaurant model hinges on keeping menu prices affordable for high
quality food and drink by limiting service provided by the restaurant, which reduces “complexity” and
costs for restaurant owners.16 While the operations in practice vary restaurant to restaurant, this genre of
establishments typically take away the full service experience of a host seating customers and wait staff taking
orders, delivering food, and collecting payment. Instead, fast-casual models typically allow customers to seat
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themselves, submit their own orders, and pay remotely, while kitchen staff and food runners prepare and
deliver food.17
The Washington Post deemed fast-casual dining as the “decade’s most important food trend” allowing
restaurant businesses to navigate rising operating costs, by requiring “about half as many staff” as a fullservice restaurant.18 Texas chef and restaurateur John Tesar explained the difference between owning fine
dining establishments and his new hybrid service restaurant in 2017: the limited service format allows
him to automate certain tasks through ordering kiosks, and eliminates the issue of turnover and “need to
search for quality employees”, often characteristic of the industry.19 Even several years ago, coverage of his
new restaurant concept in Full Service Restaurant News dubbed the move “a safe business investment in
a restaurant world that’s increasingly competitive.”20 This trend is expected to continue: a market research
report by Technavio projects that the U.S. fast-casual restaurant market share will grow by more than $35
billion by 2024.21
These rising fast-casual trends imply that the service and payment models employed by restaurants for their
employees is also rapidly changing. As a greater share of the restaurant industry utilizes more technology
and limited service to provide its product, full-service tipped employment will become a smaller share of
the customer experience in these establishments. On the other hand, food preparation conversely becomes
a larger part of the customer experience and chain of service. As such, the recent changes to tip pooling
regulations put forth by amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Department of Labor lend
new options for restaurant owners to increase compensation for their employees. In restaurants where service
is limited, and employees are paid the regular minimum wage instead of using the tip credit model, pooling
of tips between customer-facing “front of house” employees and “back of house” employees (those engaging
in food preparation, maintenance, and sanitation, for example) could allow employers to offset the cost of
raising wages with the distribution of tips. The current rules continue to protect employee tips from being
shared with employers and managers.
This could also be especially important for restaurants of all service models and their employees in
jurisdictions with high minimum wage mandates or tip credit bans. For example, the State of California
requires all employees, regardless of whether or not they are in an occupation that regularly receives tips, to
be paid $14 per hour, rising to $15 per hour in 2022. In addition, numerous cities and counties have their
own minimum wage requirements higher than the state minimum, and often increase annually according
to inflation. As restaurants fight to remain as competitive employers amid ever-increasing government wage
mandates, the allowance of “non-traditional” tip pools among service, kitchen, and other staff could provide
additional income and equity among all staff, and act as a retention incentive for high quality employees.
Currently, seven states across the country do not allow employers to pay tipped staff using a tip credit.
However, movements led by various interest groups seek to eliminate use of the tip credit for tipped
restaurant employees in many other states, including Massachusetts. The Commonwealth currently requires
employers pay a minimum wage of $13.50 per hour, which is set to annually rise until it reaches $15 per
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hour in 2023. Under this plan, employers are still able to use a tip credit when calculating base wages for
employees receiving regular tip income. But pressures to eliminate the tip credit have begun rising for
employers. For example, as part of Boston’s restaurant relief activity, the city provided certain relief grants
that required recipient restaurants commit to eliminating their lower tipped minimum wage and pay all
employees $20 per hour by 2026, regardless of tip-earning status.22 For Boston and other Massachusetts
restaurants opting out of using the tip credit model, tip pooling arrangements between customer-facing and
other staff may ease the future pressure to raise minimum wages by providing all of their employees with
equitable access to tip income.
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